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Pretender coming from Baltic Powers was actually slight,
and was often exaggerated deliberately by some govern-
ments to justify their actions.    Certainly the arrest of the
Swedish ambassador and of the plotter, Gortz, in 1717, on a
charge   of   conspiracy,   was   a   demonstration   to   arouse
sympathy for Baltic operations, rather than a piece of genuine
defence   against   plotting.    Yet   the   connection   between f
Northern   and   Southern   powers   certainly   justified   the |
watchfulness of the Government.
Similarly the constant friendship with the Emperor which maintains
-	.  .	,r	r       .   tL	.the imperial
the  opposition  chose to regard as proof  of Hanoverian alliance
influence can be fully justified by English interests.    Since
the days of William III the imperial alliance had become
a regular item of the Whig programme,    England's fixed \
determination to uphold the Treaty of Utrecht and her
persistent opposition to Spain required the alliance with
Vienna just as much as did the Hanoverian interests of
George I.    There was no more insistent adherent of the
Imperial alliance than Walpole, who was English to the ;
core; and the breach with the Empire in 1726 proved that
neither tradition nor  Hanoverian  policy could maintain
the alliance with Austria after it had ceased to serve England's I
interests.
England's commercial interests in the Baltic also justified ?
the line of policy adopted.    Her Baltic trade was important commerce.
not because of its volume merely, or for its profit—for since
it was unfavourable to the Balance of Trade it was actually
disliked—but  because  from  the  Baltic came  the  goods
essential to the navy—timber, tar, iron, hemp, and flax.
Indeed, Townshend wrote (1715) that if the Baltic convoy
miscarried " such a scarcity of naval stores must ensue as
would disable His Majesty from fitting out a fleet next
Spring   in   any   event/'1   Hence   English,   patriots  could\
subscribe to war with Sweden because of the wanton damage \
which she inflicted upon English shipping and because of
the obstinacy with which she refused to effect redress*
Later England could turn against Russia which seemed to
threaten to dominate the Baltic; and England was interested
1 Chance, George I and Northern War, p. 9*

